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Introduction 

This conference paper presents the methodological framework as well as some of the 

preliminary findings of a cross-country case study developed at the University of Glasgow and 

funded by the ESRC as part of the “Google Data Analytics Social Sciences Research” program. The 

project investigates the use of search engine Google in periods of elections in four different 

countries and political environments, from Western established and challenged democracies to 

transitional states: United States and United Kingdom, Italy and post-revolutionary Egypt. This 

paper focuses on the particularities of the Egyptian case and argues that Egyptian citizens 

manifest a distinctive ‘search agenda’ that might not be entirely driven by mainstream media 

nor/neither by the traditional campaign agenda. This alternative ‘search agenda’ expresses itself 

in the way internet users target information through search engines and potentially circumvent 

top-down information channels. 

Citizen-centric approach 

As the impact of digital communication technologies on election campaigns is constantly 

increasing (Howard, 2006; Lilleker & Vedel, 2013), it is worth examining the application of 

online search by voters in both established and challenged democracies.  

Supposedly, the new generation of voters is likely to build its own election agenda instead of 

relying on mainstream media (McCombs, 2004; Cottle, 2006) and traditional campaigns’ 

communication channels. This generates a series of question regarding the coverage of election 

campaigns in a digital environment:  Do new bottom-up communication flows make citizens 

more independent and critical in the way they consume information? Or do voters manifest 

interest for the same controversial events or highly polemical issues highlighted by mainstream 

media? 

This project precisely intends to compare the emergent ‘search agenda’ to the national media 

ecology by identifying unexpected search terms that might not have been inspired by mass 

media narratives. On the other hand, it analyses Google search trends and investigates the 

reasons why citizens express their interest for a marginalised political topic. These potential 

unexpected search terms might be related to different issues of a campaign such as a policy, a 

public figure or controversial media event such as candidate’s gaffes, social media gossip, or 

political scandals.  

http://www.voterecology.com/
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Google Trends 

Our methodology is based on “Google Trends.” This is a freely available Google application that 

enables any user to visualise variations of search volume for a specific term and to compare up 

to five different Google search terms over a specific period of time from 2004 onwards. This 

method allows us to extrapolate the evolution of Google users’ interest during the course of a 

campaign for the search term in question. These search trends can be filtered to target one 

specific location. Google Trends generates graphs that represent variations in the search volume 

of the chosen keyword or set of keywords over time. Thus, it does not provide raw search data, 

but computes instead a search popularity index from 0 to 100, where 100 represents the highest 

number of searches in the series and all other values are calculated in relation to that value. In 

addition, Google Trends also provides a list of additional search terms that are most frequently 

associated by users with those in question. The scale of search volume depends on the set of 

search terms compared in the same graph and the exact amount of searches remains private to 

Google. 

Nexus analysis 

The methodological approach applied to interpret the data collected by Google Trends is a Nexus 

Analysis (Scollon and Scollon, 2004). This consists in a study of all the semiotic and discursive 

parameters likely to explain the impact of a media event in a specific socio-political context. 

From the perspective of this research, a nexus analysis enables to identify the trigger of a search 

peak.  

1. Nexus analysis: Interpreting peaks of interest for specific Google search terms in the 

context of the 2012 Egyptian presidential elections 
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2012 Egyptian presidential elections 

In the case of the last Egyptian presidential elections, variations of search volume for the names 

of the five leading candidates lead us to think that the Egyptian ‘search agenda’ was driven by 

neither the campaign nor the media agenda. Out of the 13 candidates running for the 2012 

presidential elections, more than 95% of votes went to five major candidates, including: 

Mohammed Morsi, Ahmad Shafik, Amru Mussa, Abu al Futuh and Hamdeen Sabahi. Surprisingly, 

the majority of them competed as independent candidates, while being involved in at least one 

party or official political organisation. Abu al Futuh resigned from the Muslim Brotherhood 

before the election and Hamdeen Sabahi was a member of the Arab Democratic Nasserite party 

before founding the Dignity party. This suggests that it could have been more strategic to run as 

an independent in the context of the first post-revolutionary presidential elections, as traditional 

political organisations were facing a lack of trust and people expected a real political change. The 

exception to this rule was the Freedom and Justice party nominate and winner of the 

presidential election Mohammed Morsi, who represented the Muslim Brotherhood. Unlike the 

other leading candidates, Morsi's campaign highlighted his political affiliation. This can partly be 

explained by the fact that the Muslim Brotherhood was recognised for its engagement against 

former president Mubarak's government and seen as a solid ideological alternative to the 

previous political hegemony.  

 

The 2012 Egyptian presidential elections as a media event 

In order to explore the Egyptian search agenda in the context of the 2012 presidential campaign, 

we analysed variations of search volume for the names of the five leading candidates. Our Google 

Trends computation targeted searches generated in Arabic, in Egypt and during the first round 

of the presidential campaign from April to May 2012. By identifying key media events likely to 

influence Google users’ interest and completing an overview of the Egyptian media ecology at 

the time of the electoral campaign, we interpreted variations of search volume and detected 

distinctive search patterns. As one can see in the graph below (fig. 3), one of the highest search 

2.  Five leading candidates: first round of 2012 presidential elections 

 

Leading candidates Suffrage Affiliations Ideology

Amr Mussa 11.13% Independent Liberal

Abu al Futuh 17.47% Independent Moderate traditionalist

Hamdeen Sabahi 20.72% Independent
Nasserist 

(socialist/nationalist)

Mohammed Morsi 24.78%
Freedom and Justice 

Party
Muslim Brotherhood

Ahmad Shafik 23.66% Independent Military
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peaks coincided with the date of the first presidential TV debate ever organised in Egypt. The 

debate was broadcasted by the TV channel ONtv, on the 10th
 

May 2012, as opinion polls 

indicated that candidates Amru Mussa and Abu al Futuh were more likely to win the first round 

of the election. Indeed, according to Google trends, citizens’ interest for Amru Mussa and Abu al 

Futuh progressively increased until the 10th May 2012, which suggests that Google Trends 

reflected opinion polls in the first stage of the presidential campaign. However, the level of 

Google searches for the names of the two candidates decreased after the presidential debate. 

This indicates that what was regarded as a key event of the traditional campaign or media 

agenda did not stimulate further searches among the community of Google users.  

Additionally, Google Trends indicates a constant increase of search popularity for Ahmad Shafik 

over the course of the presidential campaign. This contrasts with the fact that journalists and 

leaders of the revolution covering the campaign did not anticipate his success and emphasised 

his controversial involvement in Mubarak’s former government. Indeed, Ahmad Shafik’s 

candidacy appeared to be highly controversial in the press and was often addressed in critical or 

satirical terms by traditional media as well as by liberals and conservative political actors. Yet 

according to Google search trends, his success in the first round of the election could have been 

predicted. In fact, searches for information about Ahmad Shafik reached a similar level as the 

one of searches for the moderate traditionalist Abu al Futuh at the time of the election. In terms 

of the Egyptian search agenda, the celebrity of Ahmad Shafik can reasonably be explained by the 

fact that the candidate was highly controversial for his contribution to the former regime as well 

as to the Egyptian military hegemony. Another phenomenon that might have drawn citizens’ 

attention is the death of his wife Azza Tawfiq on 20th April 2012. Either way, the success of 

Ahmad Shafik led us to think that the Egyptian search agenda did not conform to the coverage of 

traditional mass media and potentially revealed citizens’ autonomy and critical thinking.  

3. Variations of search volume for the names of the five leading candidates  

(first round of the 2012 presidential elections) 
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Egyptian public opinion 

Beyond the 2012 presidential election, we investigated Google searches in the global context of 

the Egyptian crisis and examined the use of unexpected search terms from the 2011 revolution 

to the 2013 coup d’état. Unexpected search terms can be defined as key words or search terms 

selected by Google users that reach surprisingly high levels of search popularity. Consequently, 

such key words are likely to influence public opinion and evolving political environments, 

although they might not be induced by media or political narratives. In order to investigate 

unexpected search terms, I explored internet users’ interaction on blogs, web pages’ and social 

media administered by youth movements, activists and political organisations. In terms of the 

parameters likely to affect public opinion, this analysis revealed that the major political issues 

that initially inspired the 2011 revolution remained a constant and recurrent component of the 

Egyptian public debate. Indeed, such topics had regularly been addressed during the 2012 

election and over the course of Morsi’s government administration. Among other things, this 

included the new constitutional declaration, the ideological conflict between liberals and 

traditionalists, youth unemployment, corruption, the role of the army in public affairs and the 

relationships between Egypt and Israel. On the other hand, the variability of the public debate 

emanated from key political actors such as activists, protestors or leaders of the opposition, as 

well as from citizen-driven events and mobilisations during which civilians expressed their 

political ideas publically. 

Unexpected search terms: Three categories of key actors 

For this reason, I decided to explore different categories of political actors as potential 

unexpected search terms. In this regard, I distinguished three categories of political 

stakeholders.  

 The first category included traditional political agents that would act within the 

infrastructure of an official political organisation such as a party or within the 

administration of the transitional or newly elected government (e.g.: party chairmen, 

party founders, members of the Constituent Assembly, presidential election candidates).  

 The second category involved alternative political agents engaged in diffused political 

actions without being directly affiliated to any traditional form of political organisation 

(e.g.: activists, youth movements, journalists).  

 The third category incorporated anonymous citizens and civilians killed during a 

protests between 2011 and 2013, who became famous as the martyrs of the revolution 

(Halverson, Ruston, Trethewey, 2013). 

Traditional political agents 

I compared the search volume of different political actors over the entire period of the Egyptian 

crisis within each of the three categories listed and distinguished different scales of search 

volume. As Google Trends does not allow comparing search terms that do not generate the same 

scale of search volume, I distinguished low versus high search volume political actors at this stage 

of the research process.  Among the names stimulating a high level of search volume appeared 

the leading candidates of the presidential election as well as the independent candidate 

Mohammed Salim al Awwa, who followed the five leaders of the elections with a suffrage of 
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1.01%. Within the same scale of searches appeared highly controversial political figures, such as 

the famous Salafi politician Hazem Salah Abu Isma’il and former director of the General 

Intelligence Service under Mubarak Omar Suleiman. Both intended to run for presidential 

election, before the election commission concluded they were ineligible. Additionally, 

conservative leaders such as the chairman of the Freedom and Justice party Mohamed Saad 

Tawfik El-Katatni and member of the Salafi party Abbud al-Zumar stimulated a comparable 

search volume. This also explains the success of Mohammed Morsi, who represented the most 

traditionalist candidate out of the five leaders of the revolution. On the other hand, none of the 

candidates of the presidential election with a suffrage below 1% were included in this scale of 

search volume. 

 

Activists and alternative political agents 

Within the category of alternative political stakeholders, the highest scale of search volume 

included famous activist Wael Ghonim, who initiated the protests of 25th January 2011 and 

contributed to lead the opposition by administering social media in the first stage of the 

revolution. Cyber-activist Ala Abdel Fata and member of the liberal opposition Mohammed El 

Baradei also scored high on Google Trends compared to others. In the context of the 2013 

mobilisations, the “Tamarud” youth organisation that collected signatures for the removal of 

president Morsi as well as journalist Bassem Youssef appeared among the most influential 

actors according to Google Trends. This phenomenon illustrated the potential impact of a-

political public figures, as Bassem Youssef was not directly involved in public debates on 

political issues (Taha, 2012). This satirist became famous by publishing online his humoristic 

comments on Egyptian post-revolutionary politics and received the opportunity to produce his 

own satirical TV programme, after reaching a large audience of internet users. In 2013, the 

4. Variations of search volume for a selection of names within the category of traditional political actors  

(Jan 2011-Sept 2013) 
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journalist was under investigation for publically criticising former president Morsi, which 

generated serious doubts among the population regarding freedom of expression under Morsi’s 

administration. 

 

As shown in the graph below (fig. 5), search peaks associated with activists and alternative 

political stakeholders generally occurred in periods of revolutions, protests and mobilisations. In 

this regard, it contrasts with the category of traditional political actors mentioned above, which 

mainly showed through search trends during the 2012 elections.  

 

Martyrs of the revolution 

The two graphs below (fig. 5) show two different scales of search volume for the martyrs of the 

revolution. Indeed, young protestors killed during the first riots of January and February 2011, 

which led to the removal of former president Mubarak, appeared to reach a higher level of 

searches than the victims of the 2012 and 2013 protests. Beyond the highest search peaks 

occurring at the moment of the martyrs’ death, it is worth noticing that some of the names listed 

prove to be fairly sustainable in terms of search volume and remain part of citizens’ agenda by 

maintaining a positive level of searches in the months following the martyrs’ deaths. This 

enables us to postulate that the stories of individual citizens killed during the protests might be 

closely related to the Egyptian people’s memory of the revolution as well as to the experience of 

freedom of speech and political engagement in a new-born democratic culture.      

 

 

5. Variations of search volume for a selection of names within the category of activists and alternative 

political agents (Jan. 2011-Sept. 2013)  
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Activists VS Political officials 

When we compare search popularity between different categories of political stakeholders, 

Google Trends indicates that activists and alternative political leaders reached a level of 

searches equal to – and sometimes even higher than – that  for information about officials and 

representatives. The following graph (fig. 7) presents variations of Google searches for some of 

the candidates and conservative leaders campaigning during the 2012 elections (Abu Ismaîl, 

Amru Mussa and Abu al Futuh) and for famous activists respectively involved in the 2011 and 

the 2013 revolution: Wael Ghonim and the Tamarud organisation that contributed to the 

mobilisation against Mohammed Morsi. High search volumes for search term “Tamarud” prove 

to last approximately as long as the amount of searches achieved by official political actors in the 

context of the presidential elections. Additionally, the activist movement competes with the 

names of presidential candidates regarding the quantity of searches. Most importantly, the 

extremely high search levels associated with the name of famous activist Wael Ghonim suggests 

that alternative political figures can sometimes stimulate much more interest among the 

community of Google users.   

6.  Variations of search volume for a selection of names within the category of martyrs and protestors 

killed between January 2011 and September 2013 
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The second graph shows a slightly different set of traditional political actors, including winner of 

the presidential election Mohammed Morsi. Apart from the Tamarud organisation, this selection 

of key names includes the famous martyr Khaled Said, who become a symbol of January 25th 

protests after being killed by Egyptian authorities for his attempt to denounce corruption. In this 

case, we observe that Google search volume related to Khaled Said almost reaches the highest 

level of searches for former president Mohammed Morsi at the time of his election. Most 

importantly and unlike cyber-activist Wael Ghonim, Khaled Said appears to have a search 

volume more sustainable that official political actor such as candidate Ahmad Shafik or Salafi 

leader Abu Ismail. Admittedly, Mohammed Morsi also keeps generating a certain amount of 

searches between July 2012 and July 2013. However, his impact on the search agenda simply 

results from his presidency. Furthermore, the second search peak associated with Mohammed 

Morsi, which occurred in July 2013 is correlated with a high level of searches on the opposition 

movement Tamarud that claimed his removal before the recent coup d’état.  

 

7.  Comparing variations of search volumes between traditional and alternative political agents  

 

8. Comparing variations of search volume between traditional and alternative political agents 
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Martyrs of the revolution VS political officials 

Unlike Khaled Said, most of the martyrs of the revolution were not as popular among Google 

users as some famous activists and leading political officials. Therefore, this category of 

stakeholders could not be analysed according to the same scale of search volume as the key 

names listed above. Yet, by comparing Egyptian martyrs to traditional actors generating a 

smaller scale of searches, we observed a similar phenomenon: Google searches for information 

on Egyptian martyrs reached the same or even higher levels than searches for information on 

traditional political actors, including some of the candidates running for the 2012 presidential 

elections.  

 

As it appears in this last graph, Mustafa al Sawa and Saly Zahran, who were killed during the 

protests of 2011, as well as the young activist Mohammed al Gindy killed during the 2013 

demonstrations, stimulated much more interest than presidential candidate Hisham Bastawisi. 

The protestors were the focus also of a level of Google searches comparable to the one of the 

former member of the Egyptian Social Democratic Party Hazem Abdel Al Beblawi, who was 

named interim prime minister of Egypt in 2013.  

 

The Egyptian search agenda 

These preliminary findings indicate that Google search trends reflected citizens’ interest for 

conservative political leaders at the time of the last presidential campaign. Beside the data 

collected on Google Trends, a nexus analysis of the Egyptian media ecology demonstrates that 

the search agenda does not entirely reflects the traditional media agenda.  

Additionally, the Egyptian search agenda indicates that citizens’ interest in alternative political 

agents equals or exceeds their interest in representative and institutionalised political activities. 

8. Comparing variations of search volume between martyrs and traditional political agents 
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Supposedly, activists, journalists and individual opinion leaders gained their legitimacy on the 

political scene and should now be regarded as highly influential opinion leaders. Finally, the 

same reflection applies to anonymous individual who became famous for their political 

engagement. Indeed, within a smaller scale of searches, young martyrs seem to draw citizens’ 

attention as much traditional politicians.   

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the example of post-revolutionary Egypt suggests that citizens can reverse top-

down flows of communication to express a distinctive political agenda. This potentially enhances 

the democratic dimension of public debates. Indeed, voters are not only able to target the 

information they want, but also to generate a trend on search engines or social media. When 

digital media becomes the only way to access free and impartial information - like in the case of 

the 2011 Egyptian revolution - search trends are very much likely to influence mainstream 

media and news framing. Consequently, the popularity of cyber activists, journalists and 

independent youth movements in post-revolutionary Egypt might be due to the fact that both 

mainstream media are progressively re-experiencing freedom of expression after Mubarak’s 

dictatorship. On the one hand, the internet and social media already proved to be a successful 

channel for political expression as well as a strategic tool for political action. On the other hand, 

traditional parties and political organisations failed in preserving a democratic equilibrium and 

did not act as a reliable opposition against Mubarak’s former authoritarian regime. Alternatively, 

unconventional political stakeholders proved to achieve political changes in the short run by 

conducting specific and diffused political action without the institutional constraints of old 

political organisations. This can partly explain why citizens are now interested in a new form of 

political engagement.  
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